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Complications in the traditional definitions of static and kinetic friction are discussed as they pertain
to lubricated sliding. First, we discuss rate criteria to observe stick-slip motion and show that stick-slip
occurs onlywhen thin liquid films are deformed faster than their intrinsic relaxation time. This conclusion
comes from experiments with confined aqueous films in a surface forces apparatus modified to measure
interfacial rheology. The observation offers a new strategy to look for methods to avoid stick-slip motion
by engineering the relaxation time of a confined fluid. Second, we consider the issue of transients and
show, for the case of a polymer melt of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane), that equilibration of the viscous
forces was spectacularly slow to be achieved when the sliding velocity was changed. Overshoots of force
were observed when the velocity was raised; undershoots of force were observed when the velocity was
lowered. Third, we consider the question of how forces in the shear and normal directions are coupled.
In systems comprised of polymer brushes in solution at near Θ solvent quality, we contrast the shear
response for brush-brush sliding (both surfaces coated with end-attached polymer chains) and brush-
mica sliding (one sole surface coated with end-attached polymer chains). Both systems gave nearly the
same resistance to compression in the normal direction, but the latter system offered less shear resistance.
The polymer brush experiments invite further theoretical interpretation.

IntroductionsClassical Views of Friction
Much of the vocabulary to describe friction comes from

years long gone. Leonardo da Vinci, Coulomb, and other
intellectual giants defined thenotions of static andkinetic
friction in themidstof theexplosive technologicaladvances
of thoseages. The intellectualhistory of this is beautifully
described by Dowson.1 The fundamental distinction
between static and kinetic friction2,3 is now taught even
in secondary schools. The view holds that solid surfaces,
when impelled to slide over one another, remain stuck
until a critical force is overcome (the “static friction”) and
thereafter slidewith a friction force (the “kinetic friction”)
that is independent of velocity. This classical view of
friction is summarized schematically in Figure 1. The
term, “friction coefficient,” derives from this point of view
and refers to the experimental observation that, in dry
sliding, the slopeof forcewithnormal load is often constant
or nearly so.
It is fascinating to see that, largely independently of

this, we know from everyday experience that friction can
be regulated by oils. Sophisticated solutions of the
Reynolds lubrication equation have evolved to explain
friction on the basis of the continuum flow of liquids.3 The
fundamental view here is that liquids resist deformation
with force that increases with velocity. The dependence
of force on velocity is linear for the simplest case (said to
be “Newtonian” because the idea goes back to Isaac
Newton). Even modern treatments consider that when
velocity is increased, the force required to accomplish this
increases with positive slope. When the slope is positive
but less than unity, the liquid is said to “shear thin”.4
Recent experiments and simulations show that even

the simplest Newtonian fluids (as concerns their bulk

properties) arenot totally expelled frombetween two solid
surfaces when they are pressed together.5 In fact even
the original experiments of centuries gone by, uponwhich
the distinction between static and kinetic friction was
based, involved solid surfaces in the presence of adventi-
tious condensation fromtheambientatmosphereandeven
solid surfaces with lubricants added deliberately.1 This
paradoxical consideration raises interesting questions of
how to reconcile the two viewpoints: those based on solid
friction and those based on fluid flow.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram in which the classical notions
of friction (A) and fluid flow (B) are contrasted. As velocity
approaches zero, the force required to slide approaches either
a yield force, fstatic (A) or zero (B). At finite velocity the viscous
force required to slide either is velocity independent, with level
fkinetic (A), or increases with increasing velocity (B). If viscous
force increases but less strongly than proportional to increases
in velocity (B), the fluid is said to “shear thin”.
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Our motivation to pose these questions arises from
recent experiments on idealized molecularly-smooth sur-
faces whose real contact area and separation could be
directly measured during sliding. Most of this type of
researchhasbeendoneusing the surface forces apparatus
technique (SFA) involving independent researchers in
different laboratories. In the SFA, the interaction forces
between two curved, molecularly smooth surfaces are
directly measured. The crossed cylinder geometry is
equivalent to two spheres or to a sphere on a flat surface
and thusmimicsa singleasperity contact. Typical surface
radii are R ) 0.12 cm, and typical contact diameters are
10-100 µm (depending on the applied load). An optical
interference technique is used in which white light is
passed normally through the interacting surfaces. The
emerging beam is focused onto the slit of a grating
spectrometer which splits up the beam into different
wavelengths. This produces a series of colored fringes
(“FECO fringes”sfringes of equal chromatic order) that
provideameans fordirectlyvisualizing thesurfaces, giving
their shape and surface separation (to within (1-2 Å)
and, for surfaces in contact, their exact area of contact (to
(5%). The SFA can be used to measure both normal and
lateral (shear) forces and normal pressures, under both
static and dynamic conditions, and it is particularly well-
suited for studying the structure of and interactions
generated by thin liquid films between surfaces.
Modification of a surface force apparatus to measure

dynamic oscillatory shear forces by use of piezoelectric
elements was described previously.6,7 Briefly, to apply
controlled shearmotion in a surface forces apparatus, one
surface was suspended as a boat from two piezoelectric
bimorphs. Sinusoidal shear forces were applied to one
piezoelectric bimorph, and the resultingdisplacementwas
monitored by a second piezoelectric bimorph by use of a
sensitive lock-in amplifier. The method to separate
apparatus compliance from true friction response, es-
sentiallybyseparate calibrationof theapparatusresponse,
was described in detail previously.7
The aims of this essay are, on the basis of this recent

experimental data, to discuss (1) how far the classical
viewsof frictionapply to fluidsunder conditionsof extreme
confinement, as occurs during tribological processes, (2)
to discuss how to link up, if possible, the classical views
of dry friction with recent observations for wet friction in
an atomically smooth sliding surface, and (3) to suggest
improved approaches for interpreting these observations.

Relevance of Relaxation Time to Friction
Experiments

Experiments show that, when the thickness of a liquid
is reduced toward molecular dimensions, the times for
the relaxation of shear stress are prolongedandnonlinear
effects are set in at progressively lower shear rates for
thinner and thinner films.8 It is even common to observe
that the relaxation time slows to the point that the liquid
seems to be solid over the accessible time scales.9,10
Various conflicting views have been advanced to explain
this, butwithout resolution regarding the thermodynamic
state of the observed solidity.1 Recent experiments go a
long way toward explaining the origin of the transition
from the static to the kinetic state, however.
The key point is whether the fluid’s relaxation time

fallswithin thewindowof experimentaldeformationrates.

An example follows. Figure 2A shows force (of small-
amplitude linear response shear vibrations) plotted
against drive frequency for aqueous films of MgCl2
(concentration of 0.1 M) confined between mica surfaces
to a thickness of 6 Å. The scales are logarithmic. One
observes that these forces are partially in phase with the
shear deformations and partially in phase with the rate
of deformation (i.e. 90° out of phase with the absolute
shear deformation). Stated in another way, the forces
are elastic andviscous, respectively, as indicated inFigure
2A. The frequency (ω) at which the elastic and viscous
forces take the same magnitude defines the system’s
inverse longest relaxation time, ω ) 1/τ1.
These raw data were normalized to define an effective

viscosity:

Here, just as for the deformation of viscoelastic liquids in
the bulk,4 F is force, D is film thickness, A is the true
contact area (measuredbymultiple beam interferometry),
and V is the peak deformation velocity, equal to the
deformation frequency times thedeformationamplitude.8
In Figure 2B, one sees that the viscous component of
viscosity (inphasewith the rateofdeformation)dominated
at the lower frequencies but that the elastic component
dominated when the frequency was high. Stated in
another way, the predominant force was proportional to
the rate of deformation at low frequency but proportional
to the absolute deformationwhen the frequencywashigh.
Similar observations are familiar in many other well-
known situations for other viscoelastic liquids.4 Other
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Figure 2. Two alternative representations of the frequency
spectrumof linear viscoelastic response for aqueousMgCl2 (100
mMconcentration) confinedbetweenmica surfacesat thickness
0.6( 0.2 nmand contact area 2.6× 10-9 m2. (A) Raw force data
for the constant deflection of 1Å. The viscous force (circles) and
elastic force (squares) are plotted against radian frequency (ω)
on log-log scales. The logarithmic slopes of +1 and +2 are the
classical response of a fluid of constant viscosity. (B) Effective
viscosity calculated from the rawdata in part A. At frequencies
below 100 rad/s the viscous component of viscosity (which
measures the component of force that is in phase with the rate
of deformation) is independent of frequency within the experi-
mental uncertainty, indicating Newtonian behavior. But at
higher frequencies the elastic component (whichmeasures the
component of force that is in phase with the absolute deforma-
tion) dominates.

ηeff ) FD/AV (1)
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experiments in this laboratory show that observation to
be general: the relaxation times of even liquids that obey
Newtonianbehavior in thebulkare enormouslyprolonged
when these liquids form thin filmsbetween solid surfaces.
When they form thin films, they continue to deform as
liquids, provided that the rateofdeformation is sufficiently
low. But above a critical frequency they deformas elastic
solids instead.

Rate Criterion for the Stick-Slip Transition

When the distance slid greatly exceeds the thickness of
an interfacial liquid film, the structure of this film cannot
support static friction and must rearrange to allow a
kinetic state. This may happen either by monotonic
gradual rearrangement, as in shear thinning,4,8 or by
intervention of thediscontinuity of the shear response.11,12

Well-known as a phenomenon in the engineering
literature,3 the origin of the discontinuous start up of
motion has been revisited in the modern literature. To
explain stick-slip, thehypothesis hasbeenadvanced that
sliding involves a dynamic phase transition in some kind
of thermodynamic sense, some kind of shear-induced
melting from a crystalline or glassy phase.13-16

A contrary interpretation is suggested by the experi-
ments shown in Figure 3 (they concern the same system
whose small-deformation response is shown in Figure 2).
In these experiments, it emerged that flow was fluid-like
onlywhen the frequencywas less than the inversenatural
relaxation time. Tomake thesemeasurements, the force
amplitudewas increased past the point of linear response
with the forcing frequency held constant. For low
frequencies (ω <1/τ1) onlydissipationresulted,asexpected
since the linear response was that of a liquid at this
frequency. Figure 3A shows that the viscous force,
proportional to shear rate (small deformations), subse-
quently increased more slowly, in the classical “shear-
thinning” manner of a viscous liquid.
In contrast to this, when the drive frequency was high

relative to the natural relaxation time (ω > 1/τ1), Figure
3B shows that the system switched fromapredominantly
elastic response (small deformations) to a predominantly
viscous response (large deformations). This switch was
accompanied by an abrupt jump in the distance slid in
response to a given force, and in this sense the liquid
displayed “stick-slip”.
The physical interpretation is thatwhen the liquidwas

deformed faster than it could keep up, elastic forces built
up to the point that catastrophic rupture intervened. The
observed connectionbetweenstick-slipand forcedmotion
at a rate that exceeded the inverse natural relaxation
time has implications for predicting the onset of stick-
slip behavior.
It is interesting to assess proposed theories of stick-

slip in light of these observations. Stick-slip motion has
been interpreted to signify that friction decreases with
increasing distance traversed or velocity;3 however, this
assertion does not include a mechanistic interpretation
and provides no guide to predict the frequency or shear
rate at which the effect will be observed. Another
traditional explanation, in terms of the mechanical
interlocking of rough surfaces, can be discounted since

theseatomically-smoothsurfaceswere separatedbywater
molecules. The more recent theory has been that con-
finement induces crystallization or some other phase
change13-16 at rest; discontinuities whenmotion is forced
are attributed to shear melting or some other shear-
induced phase transition. However, these confined aque-
ous filmswere demonstrably in a fluid state to start with.
Only when sheared faster than the natural relaxation
time did they display discontinuous motion.
In fact, analogous phenomena are familiar in common

experience when a fluid’s natural relaxation time falls
within the experimental window. Consider, for example,
silly putty, honey, or tar. It is common experience that
these fluids flow as liquids if a piece is pulled in opposite
directions slowly but break into two if pulled in opposite
directions rapidly. Of course this rate dependence could
be described by some postulated relation between force
andvelocity thatwould imply instabilitywhen thevelocity
was high; but the description would risk being circular,
beingbased on thepostulatedassumption. Thenewpoint
is that the point of unstable motion was predictable on
the basis of knowing the natural relaxation time of the
confined fluid film.
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Figure 3. Contrast of sliding behavior at large deformation
when the frequency is low relative to the inverse relaxation
time of the confined fluid (A) and when the frequency is large
relative to this (B). The system is the same as for Figure 2,
aqueous MgCl2 (100 mM) confined between mica surfaces at
thickness 0.6 ( 0.2 nm and contact area 2.6 × 10-9 m2. (A) At
shear frequency 1 Hz, raw shear force data are plotted against
sinusoidal displacement amplitude on log-log scales. Only the
viscous component of force is measurable (any in-phase elastic
component is less than the experimental uncertainty), indicat-
ing that the viscous force changes in response to shear rate
(product of the sinusoidal displacement and the frequency).8
The viscous force grew in proportion to the shear rate when
this was low but displayed shear thinning when the shear rate
was large, as indicated in the figure. (B) At shear frequency
100 Hz, raw shear force data are plotted against sinusoidal
displacement amplitude on log-log scales. The elastic com-
ponent of force (in phase with the displacement) exceeded the
viscous component (in phase with the rate of displacement) by
nearly an order ofmagnitudewhen thedisplacementwas small
and increased in proportion to the displacement amplitude.
Beyond a displacement amplitude of 4 Å there ensued a stick-
slip transition, as described in the text. At larger shear
amplitudes the viscous forces dominated.
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Dependence of the Kinetic Friction on Velocity
History

Long-lived transient behavior is often observed when
the sliding velocity (or driving force) is switched from one
level to another. This is another consequence of the fact
that the transition to kinetic sliding involvesmodification
of the interfacial fluid structure. In other words, shear-
induced rearrangements of confined fluids can take
spectacularly long times to be accomplished. In these
cases, friction force is not sufficiently well-defined by
specifying the velocity alone.
To illustrate the point, we consider a polymer melt of

methyl-terminated PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) of
roughly 400 monomeric repeat units (a detailed specifica-
tion of the sample is given in the figure caption). The
unperturbed radius of gyration of PDMSof thismolecular
weight is 37 Å.17 On the basis of the known viscosity of
the bulk fluid, the longest relaxation time of the bulk fluid
is estimated to be 6 × 10-7 s.17
This polymer was first compressed to a film thickness

of 30 Å; then sinusoidal shear of progressively increasing
amplitudewas applied at 250Hz,with an amplitude from
25 to 80 times the film thickness. When sinusoidal shear
amplitude so far exceeds the film thickness, the oscillatory
experiment resembles anexperiment at constant velocity,
asdiscussedelsewhere.8 InFigure4 themeasuredviscous
stress (force 90° out of phase with the drive at 250Hz and
normalized by the contact area) is plotted against elapsed
time. One observes that, even after equilibration of
hundreds of seconds, the stress continued to change,
indicating that steady state was not yet reached. The
nature of the time dependence was an overshoot of the
measured stresses as the distance of sliding (proportional
to the velocity) was increased.
The converse situation, in which the effects of progres-

sively lessening the shear amplitude were explored, is
shown in Figure 5. In this case the nature of the

equilibrationwas anundershoot of themeasured stresses
as the distance of sliding (proportional to the velocity)
was decreased. The measured viscous stress slowly
increasedwith equilibration timeat a specifiednewstate.
The likely mechanism involves changes in the degree

to which the polymer chains became aligned in the
direction of flow and bridged the two solid surfaces.18
Analogous long transient effects, but over somewhat
shorter timescales, arealsoobservedeven for small alkane
chains when sliding velocity (or amplitude) is suddenly
changed.

Coupling between Shear and Normal Forces
Statement of the Problem. This problem is exem-

plified by the interesting history of molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of Lennard-Jones particles confined to
a molecular thickness between two parallel solid
surfaces.5,13-16,19 It is now well understood that a liquid
film supports a state of normal stress when the thickness
is comparable tomolecular dimensions; the film thickness
adjusts to externally appliednormal pressure because the
liquid organizes into strata parallel to the surface. This
is analogous to the radial distribution function of bulk
liquids.5,13-16,19 But the initial simulations to explore
consequences for diffusion and shear viscosity, employing
solid surfaces that weremodeledwithout structure in the
plane, found minimal perturbations from bulk values.19
Only by allowing for atomic structure in the plane of the
surfaces and incorporating this into the simulationmodel
did these studies predict confinement-induced crystal-
lization or vitrification.13-16 Themoral of the story is that
the normal forces were essentially the same for the two
computer models, but the implied shear forces (and
ensuing “friction”) were qualitatively different.
Asecondthoughtexperimentalso illustrates thispuzzle.

Imagine that two solid surfaces, eachwith the same large
electrical charge, are impelled to slide past one another
while separated by a simple Newtonian fluid. Obviously

(17) Peanasky, J. S. Ph.D. Thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, 1995.

(18) Hirz, S.; Subbotin, A.; Frank, C.; Hadziioannou, G.Macromol-
ecules 1996, 29, 3970.

(19) For a review of simulations of fluids between flat walls, see:
Davis, H. T. In Fundamentals of Inhomogeneous Fluids; Henderson,
D., Ed.; Marcel Dekker: New York, 1992.

Figure 4. Viscous stress (stress is defined as force normalized
by the area of contact) plotted against elapsed time after a
sudden increase of oscillatory strain amplitude at 250 Hz. The
system ispolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) confinedbetweenmica
surfaces to a thickness of 30 Å. The number-averagemolecular
weight isMn ) 14 760. The ratio of number-average to weight-
averagemolecularweight isMw/Mn)1.11.Measurementswere
takenwith increasing strainamplitude (where strain is defined
as the amplitude of oscillation divided by the film thickness of
30 Å). The dotted lines indicate a sudden increase of strain to
the value (from25 to 80) specified near the bottomof the figure.

Figure 5. Viscous stress (stress is defined as force normalized
by the area of contact) plotted against elapsed time after a
sudden decrease of oscillatory strain amplitude. The system is
the same as in Figure 4. Measurements were taken with
decreasing strain amplitude (where strain is defined as the
amplitude of oscillation divided by the film thickness of 30 Å).
The dotted lines indicate a sudden decrease of strain to the
value (from 76 to 26) specified near the bottom of the figure.
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the friction forces depend on the fluid viscosity and the
shear rate, but the normal forces depend on electrostatic
repulsion. Clearly, in this example also, the origins of
the shear and normal forces are unrelated.
Contrast of Brush-Brush and Brush-Mica Sys-

tems. Analogousproblemscanarise in the caseof sheared
polymer brushes in solution. The configurational proper-
ties of polymer brushes are sowell understood20 that they
present an attractive system in which to seek to relate
structure and friction.21
ApolymersystemofnearΘ solventqualitywasselected.

Details of the samples are given in the caption of Figure
6. In amanipulationperformed outside the surface forces
apparatus, thePS-PVP (polystyrene-polyvinylpyridine)
samples of diblock copolymerwere allowed to adsorb onto
mica from dilute solution in toluene below the critical
micelle concentration. The PVP adsorbs strongly while
the PS block extends into solution. The coated surfaces
were thenplacedwithin the surface forces apparatus, and
a droplet of trans-decalin was placed between them.
Experiments were conducted at 24 °C, which is ≈4 °C
above the Θ temperature of a bulk PS solution in trans-
decalin.
In Figure 6, the normal forces and shear forces (at fixed

frequency, 1 Hz) are plotted against film thickness. The
measurements correspond to shear displacements of only
5 Å, small enough to obtain a linear response, in which
the force is strictly proportional to the displacement and
theactofmeasurementdoesnotperturb the filmstructure.
The repulsive force-distance profiles showed that the
polymer brushes began to overlap at the film thickness
of 560 Å, as also shown in Figure 6. The force-distance
profile fit quantitatively the well-known theoretical
expressions.20

Analogous experiments were then performed in which
thePS-PVPbrushcoatedonlyoneof theopposedsurfaces.
In this case the static force-distance profiles were again
in reasonable agreement with the classical theory,20 as
expected since these theories for the origins of static forces
do not distinguish the cases of brush-brush and brush-
mica contact.
In Figure 7, the normal and shear forces (at fixed

frequency, 1 Hz) are plotted against film thickness for
brush-mica experiments. Again the data refer to a shear
displacement of 5 Å. While the forces in Figures 6 and
7may appear similar on logarithmic scales, Figure 8 (see
discussion below) reveals qualitative differences.
Inspection of Figures 6 and 7 suggests limitations of

the notion of friction coefficient in such systems:
(1)First, thenormalandshear forces increasedbyorders

of magnitude as the films were compressed, but these
changes did not proceed in step with one another.

(20) Halperin, A.; Tirrell, M.; Lodge, T. P. Adv. Polym. Sci. 1991,
100, 31.

(21) Klein, J.; Kumacheva, E.; Mahalu, D.; Perahia, D.; Fetters, L.
J. Nature 1994, 370, 634.

Figure 6. Dynamic forces in the shear direction (1 Hz, 5 Å
displacement) and normal directions (static forces) contrasted
for opposedPS-PVP (polystyrene-polyvinylpyridine) polymer
brushes in trans-decalin at 24 °C. Forces are plotted against
filmthicknessonsemilogarithmic scales.Themolecularweights
of the diblock copolymer were 55 400 g mol-1 (PS block) and
9200 g mol-1 (PVP block). The ratio of weight-average to
number-average molecular weight wasMw/Mn ) 1.05. On the
basis of the measured thickness of the polymer layers after
drying the solvent, the average density between grafting sites
was measured to be 54 Å, a number much less than the
unperturbedbrush thickness: (black triangles) static repulsive
forces; (circles) shear viscous forces; (squares) shear viscous
forces. Inset: schematic diagram of overlapping polymer
brushes when compressed together.

Figure 7. Dynamic forces in the shear direction (1 Hz, 5 Å
displacement) and normal directions (static forces) contrasted
forPS-PVP (polystyrene-polyvinylpyridine) polymer brushes
opposed to a baremica surface in trans-decalin at 24 °C. Forces
are plotted against film thickness on semilogarithmic scales.
Except for this asymmetry, all conditions and symbols are the
same as for the brush-brush case shown in Figure 5. Inset:
schematic diagram of polymer brush opposed to bare mica.

Figure 8. Thickness dependence of the small-amplitude
friction coefficient, µ, defined as the shear elastic modulus at
1Hzdivided by thenormal pressure. In the thickness scale, the
actual thickness, D, is normalized by the film thickness at the
onset of repulsive static forces,D0. The symbols refer to brush-
brush contact (squares) andbrush-mica contact (circles).Note
that in brush-brush experimentsD0was twice that for brush-
mica experiments.
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(2) Second, in comparing these two systems at the same
level of normal force, the shear forces differed.
(3) Third, the ratio of viscous to elastic forces changed

as the films were compressed. This indicates that the
longest relaxation time (indeed, the entire spectrum of
viscoelastic relaxation) shifted with increasing compres-
sion. Just as for the system discussed in connection with
Figure 3, this carries implications for predicting the onset
of stick-slip behavior.
Small-Strain Friction Coefficient. In order to

compare shear and normal forces more quantitatively
under conditions of linear response, the elastic andviscous
shear forces were normalized, by the displacement am-
plitudeandtheeffectiveareaof contact, togive theeffective
shearmoduli.7 Thestatic repulsive forceswerenormalized
by the effective area of contact to give normal pressure.7
Themethods to do this are described in detail elsewhere.7
Having performed the normalization, it was meaningful
to compare the dimensionless ratio of elastic shear
modulus to normal pressure for the data in Figures 6 and
7.
The resulting small-strain friction coefficient, µ, is

plotted against film thickness inFigure 8. Thekeypoints
are two. First, the friction coefficient was decidedly not
constant with normal load (i.e. film thickness). It de-
creasedwith increasingnormal loadwhenthecompression
was weak, indicating that normal forces increased more
rapidly than shear forces. But at higher compression this
pattern switched: the changes with normal load, for the
brush-brush and the brush-mica systems, were in
opposite directions.
The experiment also shows that both films presented

greater elastic resistance to shear than to compression;
the small-strain friction coefficient exceeded unity. The
exception was the brush-mica case at high compression,
presumably indicating that thepolymer chains could slide
more readily across the atomically-smooth, nonadsorbing
mica surface than against an opposing brush layer.
These phenomenon can probably be understood as a

consequence of interpenetration and entanglement of the
polymer chains.18 Quantitative understanding of this
linear-response dynamics, based on the known configura-
tions of compressed polymer brushes and the well-
developed statistical thermodynamics of long-chain poly-
mers,20 should be possible.

Conclusions
This essay has discussed complications encountered in

applying traditionaldefinitionsof staticandkinetic friction

to lubricated sliding. First, we discussed rate criteria to
observe stick-slip motion. On the basis of experiments
with confined aqueous films in a surface forces apparatus
modified to measure interfacial rheology, stick-slip was
shown to occur only when the films were deformed faster
than the natural relaxation time. The proposal was
advanced that this offers a direction to look, by tailoring
the relaxation time of a confined fluid, for methods to
avoid stick-slip motion.
Second, the issue of friction transients was discussed.

In the case of an oligomeric polymer melt, equilibration
of the viscous forces was shown to be spectacularly slow
to be achieved when the sliding velocity was changed.
Overshoots of force were observed when the velocity was
raised; undershoots of force were observed when the
velocity was lowered.
Third,we discussed the issue of coupling of forces in the

shear and normal directions. In a system of polymer
brushes, theshearresponses forbrush-brushsliding (both
surfaces coated with end-attached polymer chains) and
for brush-mica sliding (one sole surface coated with end-
attached polymer chains)were contrasted. Both systems
showed nearly the same resistance to compression in the
normal direction, but the latter system offered much less
shear resistance. The ratio of elastic shear modulus to
normal pressure, defined as the small-strain friction
coefficient, changed strongly with the normal load.
These threeexampleshelp to clarify the conditionswhen

lubricated sliding will resemble dry sliding (Figure 1A)
and when it will resemble fluid flow (Figure 1B). “Dry”
sliding is observed if the velocity is infinitely rapid
compared to the rate at which the interface reorganizes
in response; this trade-off can be quantified by comparing
the sliding rate to the system’sBrownian relaxation time.
The work with polymer brushes shows further that the
relaxation time for equilibration of the forces that resist
compression is typically much more rapid than the
relaxation time that governs shear displacement, but
interpretation of the work with polymer brushes invites
theoretical modeling.
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